Steam Navigation Collar Capelet – Hot Air Balloons Print (SIZE L) Collar is Designed & Handmade in Australia by Ventriloquist Court®
DESCRIPTION

The steam navigation capelet is made out of 100% cotton dark purple-grey hot air
balloons print on a natural colour background with light khaki green 100% cotton drill
for the lining. Fitting over the shoulders, the capelet is cropped in design with the
length at the front sitting just above the bust and with the back forming a slight 'V'
shape. The front of the capelet closes with gold-coloured solid brass hooks, but the
design also supports an open front. Forming an arch shape in avant-garde and
steampunk flare, the collar is made of two rows of 'pleats' interfaced with heavyweight
polyester for structure and is decorated with four brass buttons on each row.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLLAR

Hand wash the capelet in cold water with mild detergent and line dry (recommended:
lay flat to dry or on a clothing hanger). Try to avoid getting any detergent on the
(removable) brass hooks . The hooks are jewellery-grade brass, and the brass
manufacturer recommends cleaning it with a regular damp cloth only.

Use a hot iron appropriate for medium-weight cotton. If the collars ever get crushed,
ironing them with a medium-hot setting will help restore the shape.

SHIPPING METHOD

Orders under $150 AUD ship by economy airmail. There's no online tracking and no
signature delivery for economy airmail, but you will always receive proof of posting,
and delivery is usually 2 weeks to most international cities and metropolitan areas.
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However, a shipping upgrade to include tracking for international packages is
available for an extra $10 AUD.

CONTACT METHODS.
Contact Form via https://ventriloquistcourt.com/contact/
Email: ladyofteacouture@outlook.com
Facebook message: https://www.facebook.com/ventriloquistcourt

QUESTIONS.

For any questions concerning sizing and fitting or problems with checking out, please
don't hesitate to contact me. I'm always happy to assist courteous customers.

DETAILED INFO ABOUT MATERIALS USED FOR COLLAR
* Linen-look but made from 100% cotton dark purple-grey hot air balloons print on
natural colour background.
* 100% cotton drill in light khaki green colour (medium-weight approx. 190gsm)
* Brass buttons made in South Korea (solid brass & labelled lead-free)
* Medium-heavy polyester interfacing fabric for pleated 'collars'
* Gold tone hook closures made of solid brass (USA-made hooks & labelled leadfree)
* Irregular round metal castings made of copper-coated pewter with an antiqued brass
finish (labelled lead-free & made in Greece)

SIZE LARGE

Is a size L a good fit for you? The garment shoulder width is 22 inches. For this
capelet style, your shoulder width should measure no more than 18 inches for a good
fit.
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BACK SHOULDER WIDTH: First, locate your shoulder points – this is where your shoulder
begins curving down to your arm. Then, have your helper measure your shoulder width
by starting at your left shoulder point and slightly curving the tape measure along the
ridge at the top of your shoulders and stopping at your right shoulder point.
[In this example, her back shoulder width is 15 inches or 38cm. Your back shoulder
width should measure no more than 18 inches, for the size L capelet]
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